Resolution on the Compendium of Principles for NGO Good Practice

The 27th CoNGO General Assembly welcomes the Compendium of Principles for NGO Good Practice and expresses appreciation to the CoNGO Board for this initiative.

The Assembly endorses the text, noting the comprehensive nature of the four chapters:

A. Independence of NGOs
B. Independence vis-à-vis the United Nations
C. Cooperation among NGOs
D. Personal responsibility and standards

The Assembly charges the incoming CoNGO Board with disseminating and promoting this compendium among the widest NGO and civil society constituencies. Entities and officials within the United Nations System should also be informed of this standards-enhancing document.

The Assembly requests the Board to stay abreast of experience of implementation – as regards both opportunities and challenges – of the Compendium, and to submit a report thereon to the 28th CoNGO General Assembly.
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